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SBA Elections; 18 Ne~ Representatives 
1 9 9 8. the ye a r of the Write-In Candidate? 
·Vol. 50, Issue #5 "Vi Veri Veniversum Viv us Vici" October 5, 1998 
by Russ Klein 
The Student Bar A-;­
sociation held its elections for 
class representative on Mon­
day, September 28, and Tues­
day, September 29. The win­
ners are: 
Third Year Representa­
tives: Lorie Pedrrin, Cindy 
Huang, Larry Kelly, Rebecca 
Monck, Michael Bordera, and 
Deb Hagen. 
Second Year Representa-
tives: David Polak, Hanh 
Nguygen, Megan Herstek, 
Sandra Fuller, David Hawkins, 
and Jenny Lancaster. 
First Year Representa­
tives: Erin Pemberton, Jennifer 
Field<;, Vincent Gregory, 
Jonathan Duncan, Mary 
Snyder, and Jennifer Farrell. 
According to SBA's 
taJlies, 237 students participated 
in the elections, which saw can­
didates winning positions with 
as little as 4 votes. Besides fea-
turing a turnout of just over 
1/3, this year's elections also 
featured a total of 7 students 
capturing their positions via 
write-in voting. 
The class with the 
highest turnout was the first 
year class, with 110 students 
participating, and winner 
vote totals ranging from a 
high of 67 to a low of 44. 
The second year 
class saw a turnout of only 61 
students, with only two listed 
candidates on the ballot for 
Continued on a e 3 
3L Votes 2L Votes 
Lorie Perrin - 44 David Polak - 43 
Cindy Huang - 39 Hanh Nguygen - 34 
Larry Kelly - 35 Megan Herstek - 15 
Rebecca Moock - 20 Sandra Fuller - 7 
Michael Bordera - 10 David Hawkins -7 
Deb Hagen - 4 Jenny Lancaster - 6 
(66 3Ls voted) (61 2Ls voted) 
lL Votes 
Erin Pemberton - 67 
Jennifer Fields - 62 
Vincent Gregory - 59 
Jonathan Duncan - 50 
Mary Snyder - 48 
Jennifer Farrell - 44 
(110 lls voted) 
Student Bar Association Treasurer 
Elizabeth Snyder talks about balancing the books at the SBA 
By S.A. Cole 
Editor-In-Chief 
Following last year's 
tempestuous Student Bar As­
sociation Executive Board 
elections, then lL Elizabeth 
Snyder was named Treasurer 
of the SBA. Keeping the SBA 
finances in order over the sum­
mer, Snyder hit the ground 
running, and has little time off 
from her SBA duties since. 
"I _put in approxi­
mately 30 hours a week," said 
Snyder in an interview with 
the Opinion . "I'm dealing 
with thirty clubs. I need to stay 
sharp, and follow up on issues, 
to make sure documentation 
and other paperwork is getting 
done." 
Because of the exten­
sive paper trails needed to 
keep the SBA's finances in or­
der, Snyder is careful to make 
sure everything is done in ad­
vance and rigorously moni­
tored. "Club leaders this 
year are very enthusiastic, and 
doing lots of events. If they 
plan their events in advance, 
and the SBA does their part in 
getting the paperwork through, 
everyone's job is much easier." 
Experience over the 
summer, cleaning up issues 
remaining from the Spring se­
mester, taught Snyder the im­
portance of staying on top of 
the voluminous paperwork. 
"There were in­
voices, phone bills, and clubs 
with various problems that 
needed to be dealt with at the 
time. Since the budget ends on 
July 31st, things had to be 
closed tip and completed. The 
BPILP summer fellowships 
were seven individual pay­
ments that needed to go 
through, and lots of paperwork 
and phone calls to follow up 
on issues was necessary." 
2L Elizabeth 
Snyder, Student 
Bar Association 
Treasurer. 
The work over the 
summer was complicated by 
Snyder's summer job, which 
was in her hometown of Utica, 
NY. The three hour drive from 
Utica restricted Snyder's abil­
ity to work in the SBA office, 
and newly elected SBA Presi­
dent Tonya Guzman pitched in 
to help Snyder. 
"Tonya and myself 
would rotate and come to Buf-
falo to attend to these issues, 
so no one was ignored," said 
Snyder. 
With the semester 
now well under way, the SBA 
is intricately involved with the 
activities being planned by 
various groups at the law 
school. "Clubs and I try to 
make sure the paperwork goes 
through the process of getting 
encumbered, and getting thee­
board's signatures. We then 
bring the paperwork to student 
life, and then to SubBoard--a 
process that takes about two 
weeks." 
Regarding SubBoard 
I, the school's not-for-profit 
funding organization, Snyder 
said, "I was not aware of their 
existence last year, but I cer­
tainly am this year." 
This familiarity is the 
result of SubBoard's involve­
ment in every level of the fund­
ing process at the University. 
"SubBoard has many forms 
and procedures which I had to 
become very familiar with over 
the summer. The book they 
have talks about so many 
things--from buying a com­
puter, to how to deposit money 
into a club's accounts." 
For students getting 
reimbursed, Snyder's regular 
Continued on page 3 
Supreme Court 
Begins Term Today 
The United States 
Supreme Court convenes to­
day, opening the 1998-99 
term. 57 cases are on the 
docket. 
In the sexual ha­
rassment arena, the Court 
will being hearing Davis v. 
Monroe Country Board of 
Education (No. 97-843). A 
case emerging from the pub­
lic school system of Macon, 
GA, Davis raises the ques­
tion of school system liabil­
ity under Federal law when 
one student harasses another. 
The appeal is being brought 
by the mother of a girl who 
was harassed for over three 
months, while repeated en­
treaties for relief brought no 
response from the teacher. 
Last year, the Federal ap­
peals court ruled that the law 
did not apply. 
Also in the Su­
preme Court spotlight this 
term is welfare; the Court 
will hear arguments regard­
ing special limits on the wel­
fare benefits of new resi­
dents in the case Anderson 
v. Roe (No. 98-97). Com­
ing out of California, the 
case involves the state's two­
tier system of welfare that 
limits benefits in the first 12 
months of new residency. 
The argument criticizing the 
new system is relying on the 
" right to travel" clause ofArticle 
I of the Constitution. 
d Wyoming v. 
Houghton, the Court will decide 
whether police searches of per­
sonal belongings in cars stopped 
for traffic violations are consti­
tutional. The case involved a 
drug possession charge based on 
narcotics found in the purse of a 
woman in a care stopped for 
speeding. The conviction of the 
woman was overturned by the 
Wyoming Supreme Court. 
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Cole's Editorial:How the 
Future Will Leave You 
Without Fingertips 
This week, The New 
York Times ran a story about 
emerging "fingerprint chip" 
technology. The fingerprint 
chip is an identifications de­
vice about the size of a nickel, 
and it will soon replace many 
of the world's keys, pass­
words, and swipe cards. It is 
due to debut on office build­
ing entrances and computer 
accounts sometime around the 
beginning of the new year. 
Tom Rowley, the in­
ventor of the "fi ngerprint 
chip," was quoted as saying 
"We're going to change the 
way people live." Thi!. story 
then went on to explore the 
ramifications of life in This 
Modem World--how handy it 
will be to have instant, person­
alized access to one's com­
puter, car, or office, on the one 
hand, versus what a bummer 
it will be when a government, 
enemy, or stalker uses the 
digital trail of your fingerprint 
readings to track your every 
move. 
The article ended on 
a profound note. Mentioning 
that Mr. Rowley was the in­
ventor of voice mail, which 
Rowlt:y has admitted can be 
"a real pain," the writer 
pointed out that "the social 
stakes this time around are a 
lot higher." Meaning: think 
about the toll the use of voice 
mail has taken on your soul! 
Think about the further tax 
fingerprint technology will 
impose upon that same, frag­
ile aspect of your immortal 
being! 
At which point, I 
suspect, the reader was sup­
posed to gently let the New 
York Times slip from his fin­
gers, while thinking : "My 
God, he's right. This finger-
print stuff sure is going to re­
quire a lot of deep, pithy 
thought on my part." 
Yeah, right. The last 
time the American people put 
a lot of deep, pithy thought into 
the boxing match of Conve­
nience versus Compromised 
Autonomy, farmers were still 
rioting in Massachusetts about 
"those bastards in Philadel­
phia" trying to tax their whis­
key. We surrendered our au­
tonomy to the quest for a faslt!r 
burger and a higher credit rat­
ing a long time ago. 
So; the profundity 
posed by The New York Times 
has fallen flat in it's attempt to 
tell me what aspect of the dire 
"fingerprint chip" dilemma to 
worry about. However, I have 
found something in the entire 
"digital security" area that 
pains me. It involvt!S the cen­
tral theme of the new identifi­
cation technologies: the use of 
a human body part to verify 
that someone is who they say 
they are. 
Every new ID tech­
nique seems to involve some 
part of your body: 
Retina Scan: use of 
lights to trace the unique pat­
tern formed by the rods and 
cones in the retina. 
Vocal testing : ana­
lyzing the timbre of the voice. 
Profile Scan: check­
ing the facial profile of a per­
son. 
Fingerprint chip: 
god, don't tell me you forgot 
what it was already'! 
I'm sure there are 
more (I let my subscription to 
Paranoid's Quarterly lapse, 
and now I have to read about 
tht!Se things in the Times), but 
I trust four are enough to make 
my point. Body parts are 
becoming the genetically 
encrypted security codt!S of the 
world. The new keys and 
passwords to our lives will be 
the parts and appendagt!S we' re 
born with. 
I find this disturbing. 
Oh, not for privacy 
reasons ... because anyone who 
really wants to trace your every 
move can already do so, no 
matter what kind of a Luddite 
you are. 
Privacy has nothing 
to do with it. 
Keeping my eyes, 
fingertips, and various other 
identifiable body parts is 
definitely a part of my 
reasoning, however. 
What? 
Well, envision this : 
"ls that her; Hugo? 
The one with all those law 
books?" 
"Yeah... that's the one. 
Heh. That boss--he's always 
right. He said we'd find her 
skipping class. " 
"Heh-heh. Yeah . 
People who skip class don't 
actually have souls, isn't that 
right, Hugo? Sorta makes me 
feel better about what we have 
to do to her." 
"Yeah. The scum. 
She deserves to have her 
West law account access 
raided." 
"Yeah." 
[Pause] 
"So.. .do you want to 
be the one to rip off her 
fingertip, or shall/?" 
It could happen! 
Wt!Stlaw acct!Ss is worth a lot! 
And I'm sure my fingertip 
would, if stored properly, last 
at least long enough to 
download the Starr Report (at 
least, the naughty bits). And 
don't think they couldn't do 
WE c;or POETRY! 
How Not to Get a Job Offer 
- by Russ Maines 
We 
(Me, and a Murder of Lawyers) 
on a big boat on Lake Lanier, 
Drinking Swimmingly 
When 
I ejaculate: 
"Why is it that most of you guys 
Are as dorky-looking as me 
Yet just about every one of you 
Has a beautiful wife?" 
If it had been a Western, 
The music would've stopped. 
And of course there were lady lawyers present 
And wives, too 
Who might have felt somewhat 
Alienated by my question. 
David, a partner, 
piped up: 
"Russell, that is just one of the 
Trappings of Money and Power." 
And that seemed to lift the pall. 
And the Fun resumed. 
they same thing with your 
eyes. Or, for that matter, your 
throat (although I bet a tape 
recorder and some duct tape 
could have the same effect, 
with a lot less hassle). 
So, it's not for the 
sanctity of my privacy, but 
rather for the solidarity of my 
body, that I get a little leery 
about new identification 
technology. 
This being said, I'm 
not one of those people who 
criticize a thing, and then 
smugly wait for the next 
concept open to criticism to 
come along. I firmly believe 
that, if you're going to 
complain, you should also 
have an alternative plan in 
mind. It dot!Sn 't have to be a 
great plan, it just has to show 
you're willing to play the 
game. So, in the interest of 
game-playing, here's my plan 
for new, keyless security 
technology: 
Aside from our 
corporeality, the other 
identifiable aspect of a person 
is, of course, their personality. 
Scores of tests exist for 
personality identification; the 
Meyers-Briggs personality 
profile test is just one example 
of what I'm talking about. The 
game Scruplt!S is another. 
I like the idea of 
testing an individual's 
intellectual prowess and 
personality as a gauge for their 
actual identity. In my future 
world, instead of fingerprints 
and laser beams, voice 
analyzers and digital readout, 
a person trying to use a credit 
card or an e-mail account 
would be confronted with a 
tests and challenges that only 
that individual could answer 
properly. 
For low-security 
situations, the simple Scruples 
question could be utilized. 
You and your partner 
are vacationing on a small 
yacht with two other couples. 
Due to it's small size, the boat 
you are on shifts with every 
Continued on page 3 
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SBA 
Elections ... Jge-Jun~ tLuw., ~oL (l/ ffio1Y uv~fw,U,~ 
-----Russ Maines 
Last year Anne and I got this 
Boneheaded Stupidass 
Idea to participate in the Tax Moot Court 
Competition. 
The whole idea was that 
It would enable us to 
Avoid other responsibilities 
But the thing caused plenty of needless 
Expense and Anxiety 
For both of us. 
Example: 
FILM 
First Monday Video: HUMAN 
RIGHTS, AMERICAN WRONGS- 11 :30 
am, 1 :00 pm, 4:30 pm, room 213. This fea­
ture film, produced by two-time Academy 
Award™ winning filmmaker Barbara 
Kopple, will explore key issues raised by 
UDHR- highlighting the elimination of due 
process safeguards which threatens the 
rights of both immigrants and death row 
prisoners. This First Monday film will in­
spire you. Three screenings are scheduled. 
Select one that best fits your availability. 
I had blown off 
Much of the 
Researching and Writing 
Until a few days before the 
Brief was due, and of course I had been 
Trying to avoid Anne as much as 
Possible because 
Deadlines tend to make her 
Very jittery. 
So one afternoon 
She leaves a message on the Machine: 
Russell, let's talk. I'm starting to 
Freak out about this thing. 
LUNCH 
Brown Bag Lunch- Tuesday October 
6, 1998, 1:00 pm- 2:00 pm, room 545- an 
informal opportunity to talk with Profes­
sor Leary about international work and 
careers. Current students who recently 
completed international summer intern­
ships will join them. They know you have 
class, so feel free to arrive when you can 
and leave when you must. Professor Leary 
is looking forward to meeting Buffalo stu­
dents. If nothing else, just stop by to join 
the conversation. 
Erin got to the Machine before I did 
And when I came home that 
Evening there was hell to pay and no chicken ready. PUBLIC 
WHO IS THI~ ANNE?? 
WHAT IS GOING ON? 
DID YOU GET THIS WOMAN PREGNANT? 
YOU GOT THIS WOMAN PREGNANT, DIDN'T YOU? 
WHAT IS GOING ON? 
And so on. 
I'm like 
What? Calm down -
You're scaring the cats. 
Erin played the message back for me. 
So I explained that Anne was just freaking out 
INTEIIBST 
There will be an Orientation Meet­
ing for all new Buffalo Public Interest Law 
Journal Clerks on Thursday, October 15, 
1998 at 3:00 pm in room 603. Please note 
that if you are unable to come precisely at 
3:00 pm, the meeting will continue for 
about an hour or slightly less. So come 
even if you come late. If you can't make it 
for the meeting at all, please get in touch 
with Ken Grant 
(ksgrant@acsu.bufflao .edu) or Mindy 
Marranca (mlm5 @acsu .buffalo .edu) 
sometime before Thursday, October 15. 
Editorial: called upon. Using high names of the first three people the context of them being 
school and SAT test results you ever had a crush on. To the leader of my nation.Fingertips ... to track the verbal and balance your checkbook, a So there 's my 
mathematical prowe.ss of brief recitation of your most proposal for newContinued from page 2 
ur citizens, high-security embarrassing moment would identification technology. 
movement you make. During 
areas would confront be in order. For lawyers, I believe such 
the night, you and your 
would-be entrants with As a side benefit, a practice would keep us at partner become amorous. Do 
challenges like: security measures such as this the top of our game. you "rock the boat?"* Click (whirr. .. .) would work at the early [Before enteringPotential answers, Welcome, Citizen, to the detection of, say ...mentally-no­ the court for trial] "Hello.
offered in multiple choice Pentagon. qu i te-so- fit-for- business Please tell us about theform, would be tailored to Please state your people being in the White Rule Against Perpetuities 
accommodate the various 
name, and then compose a House. before commencingidentifiable personality types. 
sonnet in the "Thank you for entrance into the CourtSince this challenge would be Shakespearian form. choosing to activate a nuclear House."
relatively easy, such tests Your topic in the warhead, Mr. President. Now, "Uh .... " 
would only be used for lachrimonious paradox of before we commence, please Exactly.photocopier accounts, or 
nature as joy. just finish the following Thanks for
opening your briefcase. You have fifteen phrases: I) Bedtime for. .. ?" reading the Opinion thisEnough variety would be 
minutes. "Uh ... hmm .... " week; all submissions will 
offered to make coincidental [Fifteen minute "Well, let's try number be accepted, regardless of
misidentification virtually pause] 2) Win one for the ... ?" security clearance.impossible. Excellent. Your "Uh. ..hey, Nancy... " For higher security 
sense of the ephemeral See? The benefits are --S.A. Cole 
situations (say, being a highly 
remains as acute as it was limitless. Editor-In-Chiefpriced call girl for Pentagon in Eighth grade. And remember folks,
officials...and don't tell me it Thank you, and when l make jokes aboutdoesn't happen, either), the 
enjoy your stay. people not being able to *Actual Scruples
vast American tradition of To start your car, remember _things like, well, question. What a classy
standardized testing would be you will have to recite the almost everything, it's only in game. 
Continued from page 1 
the six open positions. The vot­
ing ranged from a high of 43 to 
a low of 6 for the winners. 
The third year class 
saw a turnout of 66, with three 
listed candiates on the ballot for 
the six open positions. The vot­
ing ranged from a high of 44 to 
a low of 4 for the winners. 
Betsey Snyder, SBA 
Treasurer, expressed concern 
about the low voter turnout, 
pointing out that "people want 
to know where their fees go, but 
don't turn out" for these elec­
tions. While stating that the 
turnout should have been better, 
she did express appreciation for 
those who did cast their vote. 
One 3L said that "its a 
shame that more people couldn't 
take the SBA elections more se­
riously." She added that "the 
SBA controls our money, people 
should be more concerned about 
where it goes." 
The official vote totals 
are on the front page. 
CJ 
Voting is good. 
Treasurer. .. 
Continued from page 1 
contact with SubBoard is help­
ful in getting their money 
promptly returned, a process 
that usually takes two weeks. 
"I try to get reimbursements 
done in three day, so that 
people get their money as soon 
as they can. I realize if it was 
me, I would want the same care 
and concern. We're all law stu­
dents--so we aren 't exactly rich 
yet." 
Snyder puts in her 30 
hours a week because "I am 
proud to be at UB, and I want 
to do my part in making our 
experience here that much bet­
ter." 
Other activities of the 
SBA that Snyder is involved 
with include: a biweekly report 
of SBA activities in the Opin­
ion, four hours of office hours 
a week (Tuesdays/fhursdays 
12:30--2:30). 
Addressing the popu­
lar notion that SBA is just a 
bank for the various law school 
groups to balance their ac­
counts at, Snyder said, "we are 
here for all student--not just the 
organized clubs. We really 
want to hear from everyone. 
SBA is more than a bank. We 
need feedback." 
SBA meetings are 
every other Wednesday, start­
ing this week, on October 8. 
4 
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~mogcS in IDlolc 
By Adam Perri 
The author a/Images in 
Male resumes the task oftran­
scribing the wanderings ofhis 
depraved imagination. He de­
votes his columns to the sev­
eral wonderful women who 
have expressed fondness for 
his work and exhibited eager­
ness to read more of his work 
this year. In his occasional 
articles this year, he intends to 
remain faithful to his Muse, 
and to those readers alarmed 
by the idea of further Images 
in Male, he offers the advice 
of the Narrator in the in the 
Miller's Prologue: 
And therefore, whoso 
list it not y-heere 
Turn over the leef and 
chese another tale.' 
Now we suf­
fer the evils of long peace. 
Extravagance, a fiercer enemy 
than any 
armed foe, has taken us by as­
sault, exacting 
vengeance for a conquered 
world. 
--JUVENAL 6, 292f.2 
The decline in Ro­
man Republican institutions 
found its roots in the decline 
in the quality of Roman man­
hood. The early Republic pro­
vided numerous examples of 
manhood marked by martial 
vigor, personal virtue, and 
self-denial in the service of 
civic institutions that tran­
scend the self: Brutus the first 
Consul, sentencing his sons to 
death for plotting with the en­
emies of the nascent Roman 
state; the general Regulus, 
keeping his promise so scru­
pulously that doing so required 
his return to captivity in 
Carthage to face death by tor­
ture; Cato the Elder, deliber­
ating by day in the corridors 
of power, and contenting him­
self by night with the shelter 
of a dirt-floored shack and the 
sustenance of a baked turnip.3 
At the time of Rome's rise, the 
Senate consisted of men so 
stalwart that its members re­
fused peace with Hannibal 
even as they mourned the 
city's tens of thousands of 
dead and endured the taunts of 
Cartheginian troops within 
sight of the Roman walls. 
Perhaps the gr~test testament 
to Roman virtue wa,; the un­
wavering loyalty the city in­
spired in its Italian allies, even 
though loyalty earned these 
allies only devastation during 
Hannibal's unchecked ram­
page through the Italian pen­
insula. 
What sort of men 
were the descendants of the 
staunch and dauntless Repub-
lican paterfamilias? The 
history and the literature of 
the late Republic and early 
Empire tell of a different sort 
of Roman: Trimalchio, the 
arrogant, vulgar, and glut­
tonous plutocrat\ the sex­
crazed Ascyltus, scion of an 
Equestrian family, who 
taunts a boy he is raping at 
knife point with the com­
ment "if you would play 
Lucretia, you have found 
yourTarquin"5; a later Regu­
lus, this time a father who 
spoils and indulges his son 
and encourages the boy's ex­
cess so the boy's rakish life 
will terminate more quickly, 
and the father can then claim 
his son's maternal inherit­
ance.6 Among the most de­
praved cr~tures of the late 
Republic was the wealthy 
and priapic Mamurra, a 
toady of Julius Caesar who 
wa<; held up to eternal ridi­
cule as "mentula"' in poem 
XCIV of Catullus: Mentula 
moechatur. Moechatur 
mentula? Certe. I Hoc est 
quod dicunt: ispa olera olla 
legit. 8 
How did the seed of 
Cato, Scipio, and 
Cincinnatus fall so low? In 
assessing their own history, 
Romans ascribed the virtues 
their early heroes displayed 
to the virtues inherent in 
agrarian labor. In a,;sessing 
their own history, Romans 
ascribed the virtue thdr 
early heroes displayed to the 
character honed by the rig­
ors of agricultural labor and 
tempered by constant war­
fare. Agrarian labor facili­
tated stability of character, 
which engendered modera­
tion in appetite, and fortitude 
in war. The staid Roman 
character was the factor that 
enabled the Roman state to 
conquer its competitors, and 
commentators identified the 
lack of a similar character as 
the decisive failing of 
Rome's enemies, especially 
seafaring peoples. As Scipio 
remarked, "maritime cities 
are prone to a certain moral 
degeneration, for they re­
ceive a mixture of strange 
languages and customs, and 
import foreign ways as well 
as foreign merchandise; so 
that none of their ancestral 
institutions could possibly 
remain unchanged....Many 
things, too, that cause ruin to 
states as being incitements to 
luxury are imported by sea". 
9 Soon after its conquests, 
however, Rome would begin 
to resemble the maritime cit­
ies it had vanquished. 
Hordes of foreign slaves, 
merchants, and emissaries 
would inhabit its walls, and 
farmers from the Italian 
countryside, displaced by 
enormous grain plantations 
worked by foreign slaves, 
would drift to the metropo­
lis to lose themselves in riot 
and sense-numbing spec­
tacle. 
Yet, the change in 
social setting does not ex­
plain fully the degeneration 
of the character of Roman 
manhood. The ascendency 
of the Roman state coincided 
with an assault on the ances­
tral Roman values that made 
that ascendency possible. Idle 
urban citizens, unused to work, 
unthreatened by war, turned a 
flaccid sneer at their austere and 
disciplined ancestors. 
I. GEOFFREY CHAUCER, THE 
CANTERBURY TALES, A SELECTION, 
164 (Donald Howard ed., Signe! I %9). 
2. Quoted in J.P.V.D. BALSDON, 
ROMANS AND ALIENS 5 (1979). 
3. Women of lhe period also exhib­
ited remarkable vinue. The examples of 
Lucrelia and Virginia, who preferred death 
10 dishonor, have evoked admiration into the 
modern age. 
4. PETRONIUS, SAI'YRICON 
5. Id. 
6. PLINY, Ep. I 9, quoted in 
JEROME CARCOPINO, DAILY LIFE IN 
ANCIENT ROME, 79(E.O. Lorimer trans., 
Yale 1940). 
7. Literally "1he penis", or "lhe 
prick". 
8. DANIEL H. GARRISON, THE 
STUDENT'S CATIJLLUS 80 (1989). One 
of lhe joys of the lranslalor 's crafl is 1he 
chance to experience lhe work ofother 1rans­
la1ors. Sometimes, 1ransla1ions of the same 
work can be remarkably various. Four En­
glish translations of the Catullus XCIV fol­
low, some more vivid than others: 
Stuffing, 0 'Toole naturally stuffs 
with his cool: 
The stew pot stews u, ifs own mess. 
THEPOEMSOFCATIJLLUS206 
(Peter Whigham trans., U.Cal. 1%9). 
Dickie-hoy Tri{[ loves somehody's 
wife 
0 somehody :r wife loves Dick 
Which is just so (as who doesn't 
know) 
Af to say that a sticker will prick. 
GAIUS VALERIUS CATULLUS: 
THE COMPLETE POETRY 109 (Frank 
Copley trans., Michigan I957). 
Cock fomicates. "What, a fomicat­
i11g cock?" Why yes. 
"WeU, as they say. the pot picks its 
own potherhs" 
CATIJLLUS 207 (G.P. Goold trans., 
Duckworth 1983). 
Prick/ace fucks. Really? 
Sure. He's a fucking prick. 
SELECTED POEMS OF 
CATIJLLUS 94 (Carl Se.~ar !rans., Mason & 
Lipscomb I974). Ordinarily, 1he author or 
Images in Male would ask the reader 's l'or­
g1vcnes: for employing such coarse language 
in his ar11cle, but ma nauon where our Prcs1-
dcn1 can't deny domg things m our Wh11c 
House naughtier than Calullus dcscnbes, an 
apology for such language would be gratu­
itous and d1smgcnuous. Regardless, the 
poem of Catullus means 1ha1 Mentula {lhc 
h1s1oncal Mamurra) 1s so depraved 1ha1 he 
devmes as hllle lhough1 10 fornica1mg as a 
pol does 10 cooking vegetable.~. (JL M. S.­
M. lake note!) 
9. CICERO, DE REPUBLICA 2,4,7 
(C.W. Keyes !rans.), quoted m J.P.V.D. 
BALSDON, ROMANS AND ALIENS 10 
(1979). 
Punk Rock Music: 
A Matter ofTechnique 
By Howard Beyer 
The other day, as I was 
doing some hard thinking about 
life, I came to a startling con­
clusion. Seeing a<; I felt there 
was a need to fill some space 
in this fine publication, I figured 
I would share this new found 
knowledge with you, the de­
voted reader. Please bear with 
me for this has nothing to do 
with much of anything (i .e. if 
you 're looking for any sort of 
profound dissertation, this isn't 
the place to go). 
As of late l have had 
a few "musical" discussions, 
ranging from the fictitious ma<;­
tering of instruments, to the 
social ramifications of particu­
lar genres. As can be expected 
ofsuch conversations, the topic 
of punk music makes its way 
into these talks. What type of 
music is more uplifting to an 
entire generation and holds the 
cure to our social ills better then 
Punk'! This I will not try to 
answer here. Instead this article 
will focus on what makes punk 
what it is (there is no hope for 
you if you're still expecting 
something good and continue 
on). 
A quick listen to any 
punk album can give one a gen­
eral feel for some of the ele­
ments of the music. A'ik most 
people to describe its character­
istics and you '11 most likely get 
answers ranging from scream­
ing lyrics of a social nature to 
thirty-one second, three-chor.d 
songs. While this is all true 
(well, maybe a few songs are 
long and use more, or less, har­
mony) this is not what makes 
Punk what it is. Any "good" 
rock tune will have screaming 
vocals (mostly of a social na­
ture) and will employ three 
chords. In fact, most types of 
music will do this very same 
thing (ever listen to opera'!) . 
What sets Punk apart from the 
rest of its commercial (and non­
commercial) competitors is the 
recording studio; the lost ele­
ment in all music. Truth be 
told, nobody gives engineers 
much credit for their work even 
thought their efforts produce at 
least 75% of the "sound" we 
hear. It is the intentional tech­
niques of Punk engineers that 
give this style most of its char­
acteristic feel and sound. 
Musicians are able to 
do a lot with the modern tech­
nology found in a recording stu­
dio . Most music heard today 
is entirely "doped" up; that is 
the sound you hear has been 
synthesized away from its natu­
ral sounding state. Most popu­
lar music is nothing without the 
"doping" efforts of studio en­
gineers. A good example is the 
band Smashing Pumpkins. 
When they record their songs, 
they use (I believe a conserva­
tive estimate would be) 40-50 
tracks just to get their guitar 
sound (I forget the real num­
ber of tracks they use; I think 
it is more, actually). This 
means the guitar track is 
played 40-50 times, over and 
over, to get a new sound that a 
guitar isn't capable of produc­
ing. In addition, the signal (the 
unamplified sound) is then run 
through compressors and pro­
cessors to mold the sound and 
conform it to the standards of 
modern commercial music. 
All the other instruments of a 
band are done in the same way. 
Drums usually occupy 10-20 
tracks ( one track, many times, 
per drum) and they too are 
"doped" up to sound better. A 
lot of time is put into this pro­
cess (called post -production), 
and this makes most music 
sound like it does. Punk, on 
the other hand, lacks most of 
this. 
Most may not be 
able to put their finger on it, 
but the "sound" punk is able 
to achieve is equivalent to a 
garage band using dad's tape­
recorder . Okay, so it's better 
then that, but it is a far cry 
from the 100+ channel, multi­
tracked production of most 
commercial music. Recording 
punk is a relatively simple pro­
cess; set up a few micro­
phones, mix the sound down 
(so you can hear the anarchis­
tic messages) and hit the 
record button. That's about it. 
I may have over simplified 
things a bit, but this is essen­
tially what it takes to record a 
Punk album. All of this, I may 
add, is very intentional and 
add,; to the flavor of the genre. 
In short, the production (or 
lack ot) is what makes Punk 
what it is. 
For those of you who 
were expecting more, you 
were warned. However you 
now know the expertise ofstu­
dio engineers are vastly over­
looked by us in our day-to-day 
dealings. What really makes 
a band what it is are, in a big 
way, those who record the 
band or sit behind the board 
at live shows. If you take a 
punk album and, keeping all 
other elements the same, post­
produce it (put reverb on the 
vocals, gated the drums, etc.) 
you are left with, well , 
Greenday (not punk) . The 
power engineers have make a 
profound impact on the music 
they record. What makes the 
music sound like the "music" 
depends on what it is they do, 
or don't do, to it. This is what 
sets Punk aside from all other 
music. 
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STUDENTS TD FEF1FDF1M 
IN THE F1ESU11F1ECTED 
BAR REYUE 
IF YOU CAN SING, DANCE, TELL JOKES, RECITE BAD POETRY, 
BRIEF A CASE IN IAMBIC PENTAMETER, PLAY ACCORDIAN, DO 
STUPID PET TRICKS, OR ANY OTHER VAGUELY EXTROVERTED ACTIV­
ITY, THEN TALK TO THE OPINION ABOUT PARTICIPATING IN THIS 
HONORED TRADITION (WHICH HAS BEEN LYING FALLOW FOR ONLY 
ABOUT FIVE YEARS) (AND WHICH THEY STILL DO AT HARVARD). 
(THIS IS NOT ABOUT KEEPING UP WITH THE JONSES... IT'S ABOUT 
BEING BETTER THAN THEM.) TALK TO COLE IN THE OPINION OFFICE 
ABOUT SIGNING UP TO PERFORM!!! (or e-mail rklein@acsu.buffalo.edu) 
Translation of Our Latin Motto: 
"Think once. This week's Latin 
motto brought to you 
Think twice. by: The Young Ones 
Think: don't drive your car on the sidewalk." 
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stud,ents in particJfar encouraged to ~p- . 
ply, "I like the idea cif publishing our stu­
dents:' said Bowen. "I don't know why 
.ril◊tejoumals don't have that policy.'; 
CfrcJes had their first meetinglast , 
week, and over 30 people ex.pressed inter­
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to publish. it's annual issue thfa Spring. 
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THE 
NARCHIST 
-(E)- by Russ Kleln -(A)-
THE ENEMY OF MY ENEMY IS MY... ENEMY? 
Sometimes, when 
flipping through the newspa­
per, I will find something that 
catches my eye. It happens to 
all of us. A strange advertise­
ment. A curious headline. An 
unusual picture. 
So it did not come as 
any surprise when the follow­
ing paid advertisement was 
pointed out to me: The 
Barfield Open Letter to Ken 
Starr and the Ungodly Repub­
lican Party. The piece 
occured in the New York 
Times, on Wednesday, Sep­
tember 30, 1998. As a non­
Republican (and non-Demo­
crat), I felt an immidiate need 
to read this little advertise­
ment. The letter is signed hy 
a Reverend John J. Barfield 
III, who says he is the Chair­
man of the National Black 
Clergy Network, as well as the 
Chairman of the Commission 
on Justice and Polity of the 
National Baptist Convention, 
USA, INC. (please note, the 
My MPRE Application? The Bar/Bri Ate It. By SA. Cole 
How to Brief a Case: Cole v. Bar/Bri !rated an act of unethical, morally convince me that they're harass­
ISSUE: 
Two weeks ago, Bar/ 
Bri took all of the MPRE appli-
cations out of the Admissions/Fi-
nancial Aid office on the third 
lloor. Distribution of these pur-
loined applications then took 
place at the Bar/Bri table. 
Rcsponding to scrawled 
signs on chalk boards reading 
"2L's and 3L's! Have you taken 
the MPRE'/ Get your application 
at the Bar/Bri table today!", law 
students clamored to get the ap-
plications. The supply was ex-
hausted after a few hours. 
fa the act of removing 
applications from the office that 
supply them, and then passing 
them out under the guise of gen­
erosity on the part of your own 
organization, somehow morally 
shady? 
RULE: 
Stealing is wrong. Ly­
ing is wrong. Stealing applica­
tions, and misrepresenting the 
source of that which you have sto­
len, is wrong. 
APPLICATION: 
On Tuesday, September 
22, 1998, covert operatives from 
the Bar/Bri organization entered 
the Admission.'l/Financial Aid of­
fice on the third floor of O'Brien 
Hall. Finding there an unguarded 
stack of Multistate Professional 
Responsibility Exam applications, 
these bar review-allied terrorisL'> 
heisted the applications, smug­
gling them two floors down to the 
Bar/Bri table that renL'> space on 
our first floor. 
This heist, and the 
smuggling that proceeded it, wa<; 
quotes I present below are 
word-for-word, and not altered. 
This includes all spelling and 
punctuation errors.). 
I would like to analyse 
this particular advertisement 
for this column .. .it is proof that 
sometimes "the enemy of my 
enemy" is not "my friend." 
The advertisement as 
a letter basically supported 
Clinton and lambasted the Re­
publican Party. Please allow 
me to quote: "The Republican 
Party and Ken Starr have 
stooped so low they need a step 
ladder to climb to hell and they 
need an elevator to get to a 
snail's back." Another interest­
ing quote was "Reagan gave us 
six economic depressions ..." 
and "The new code word for 
hating blacks is conservati.sm." 
I consider myself nei­
ther a Republican nor a Demo­
crat, and neither a conservative 
nor liberal. Yet strangely, I 
have conservative friends. 
None of them, as far as I can 
tell, 'hate blacks.' I do not 
deny that there are those in the 
Republican Party and conser­
vative circles who are in fact 
hard core racists. The fact that 
a person like David Duke was 
ALMOST successful in his run 
for governor of Louisianna 
shows what lurks out there 
(Duke ran against a convicted 
criminal.. .I do not remember 
the exact result, but it was not 
99% - 1 % ... Duke did unrea­
sonably well). But anyway, on 
with the advertisement. .. 
Playing the Race & Religion 
Card 
Perhaps the strongest 
indictment of this advertise­
ment is located in the middle: 
"Ninety percent of black 
Americans support Clinton. 
Trying to find a legitimate 
black to speak against Clinton 
is like trying to find a chicken 
with lips." Those are strong 
words. One thing that those 
playing a racial card try to do 
right off the bat is demonize 
those within their own particu­
lar race . After all, if a 
Klansman is saying "whites 
and blacks cannot ever get 
along" and I point out plenty 
of examples on an individual 
level where whites and blacks 
-without the scourge of gov­
ernments and movements 
pushing them one way or an­
other - get along just fine, 
white racists will label the 
whites with derogatory terms 
as "mudsharks" or "black-lov­
ers" and a black racist would 
label the blacks as "Uncle 
Toms" or an "Oreo." 
Racism of all kinds is 
a blight on society, but it is in­
teresting how the above, not­
so-subtle form of racism some­
times gets left out when it 
comes to criticism of racism . 
It is equally as offensive, 
slighting the other race, while 
also attacking anyone who 
dares to have something to do 
an act of stealing. It is even pos- repugnant, and demonic sin upon ing me about signing up for a bar 
sible that such larceny was an act us all. course because they really want 
of false imprisonment (of innocent me to pass the bar (guess what, 
guys: you're not fooling anyone).MPRE applications which, under CONCLUSION: 
duress, were forced to agree to By fronting us part of And I hate the fact that, having 
being given away under the aus- the funds for the student lounge, commendably made themselves 
pices of the evil Bar/Bri). And or even by purchasing ad space in number one in the bar review 
even though the theft was perpe- the Opinion, the vast monopoly arena, they now lack the grace, the 
!rated with the tacit approval of organization known as Bar/Bri did class, the goddam morality to re­
those working in the FinancialAid/ nm purchase the right to steal and sist petty larceny and bullshit ly­
Admissions office, the documents lie to the students of UB Law. In ing, and treat me like a fool. 
in that office are actually the prop- fact, by virtue of their monopoly Thank you , Bar/Bri . 
erty of all of us here at UB Law, status, Bar/Bri has an ethical duty Thank you for ob-so-kindly giv­
so the bodysnatching that was en­ to be a beacon of morality. Fall­ ing me back what I owned in the 
acted upon the documents was an ing in line with other monopolies first place. Shall l bend over a 
affront to us all. That was wrong. across the country, however, Bar/ little more, or is this angle okay 
To add insult to injury, Bri has chosen the short, sharp for an entity of your great, impos­
however, the bar review highway­ route to corporate evil. ing monopoly status to continue 
men who infiltrate our school on a At first glance, such an giving me the shaft'! 
weekly ba-.is then turned around-­ act, and my harsh chastisement of Next time you try to get 
and proceeded to give us back our such an act, may seem petty and away with something like this, you 
own property while pretending it trivial. After all, we had to get the better bring more grease, because 
was theirs! Playing on the fears of applications somewhere. A<i Marie the friction from this latest stunt 
2L's and 3L's about to have their in Admissions put it, "Well, as long has left me raw. 
ethics measured on a standardized as they were going to the studenL<;, By the way, I'd rather 
test, the fiend'> of Bar/Bri eternally I don't care." Marie is a much you gave me a black eye than my 
compromised their own ethics by nicer person than me. MPRE application form; some­
misrepresenting the source of the I make no bones about thing tells me you'd jinx my
MPRE applications--and "giving" it: l HATE BAR/BRI. I hate the chances at passing an exam about 
the documents to students who, in fact that they can rent out space to ethics. I got my application last 
fact, already owned them! harass us, and have been doing so week at the Financial Aid office, 
Such misrepresentation, since our first days at the law which ordered new ones to replace
which is the most delicate way to school. I hate the fact that this bar the forms you removed ... and for­
characterize this action, is wrong. organization turns my fellow law tunately I got there before any
Therefore, by both steal­ students into pushy, annoying more of your "plumbers" showed 
ing, and lying, Bar/Bri ha,; perpe- salesmen-- salesmen who try to up to take those, too. 
October 5, 1998 
with them. Scary to think, but 
this type of stuff goes on all the 
time, either out in public (such 
as this open letter), or behind 
closed doors. Either way, it 
should not be tolerated, and 
should be countered at all cor­
ners. 
Finally, the advertise­
ment informs us that the Re­
publican party is "the dirtiest 
party since Moses crossed the 
Red Sea." A subtle attack on 
Jews? An outright attack on 
Jews? It is interesting that the 
few people I showed this to did 
not comment on this right 
away. 
Race Relations 
To say that race rela­
tions in the US or the world are 
good would be a mistake. 
Though hard to imagine, sla­
very ended in the United States 
only 133 years ago, and slave­
like treatments under the guise 
of convict leasing went on 
much longer after that. You 
can tell in the attitudes of 
people that there are still 
whites who will cross the street 
if a group of young black men 
are on the corner, and there are 
blacks who would rather not 
deal with majority white po­
lice. So while things may be 
improving, there are still a 
multitude problems that need 
to be addressed one way or 
another. 
So, you ask me, 
where DO we stand, racially 
speaking? To say that we have 
got "a long way to go" would 
be an understatement. It 
would be nice to come to a 
point in society where people 
did not regard each other as 
"white" or "hlack" or any other 
particular race or ethnic origin, 
but rather as "human beings." 
But the fact is, we are not there. 
We are somewhere in the 
middle of where we were dur­
ing slavery, and where we 
should be going, which is 
equality in law, society, and 
mind. We don't have total 
equality under the law (the pe­
culiar cocaine versus crack dis­
parities in sentencing, for ex­
ample, despite both being the 
same thing substance-wise), 
but we are getting there. We 
don't have equality in the 
minds of most people, and 
here, things are moving for­
ward at a snail's pace. We can 
and should force the hand of 
the first problem - laws should 
be logically racially neutral (it 
is hard to argue otherwise, 
though I would say eliminate 
the drug laws, and you elimi­
nate drug sentence disparity, 
but I digress). 
Human relations, on 
the other hand, are the tough 
thing. I would say "it takes 
time" but the fact is, it takes 
more than time. If you are not 
a racist, you should he con­
fronting racism, be it from rac­
ists of another race, or within 
your race. Nothing except at­
rophy takes time. Everything 
else takes hard work. 
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Announcing our University at Buffalo M.P.R.E. Review Class for the November 13, 1998 Exam. 
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME!!! 
COME EXPERIENCE THE PIEPER WAY 
BECAUSE•.• 
PIEPER PEOPLE PASS 
FREE MPRE REVIEW BOOK 
Each Student that attends will receive a free M.P.R.E. Review Book containing text 
and 150 M.P.R.E. questions. 
VIDEOTAPE LECTURE Saturday, October 24, 1 998 
University at Buffalo Law School - Room - 210 
NOTE: All classes will run from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Walk-ins are welcome or call 1-800-635-6569 to reserve a seat or inquire about our other dates and locations. 
TEST DATE Friday, November 1 3, 1 998 
Regular Application Deadline: October 16, 1998 ($48.00) 
Late Application Deadline: November 4, 1998 ($96.00) 
THE PIEPER BAR REVIEW 
1 -B00-635-6569 
,, ' 
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WHO LIKES BUYINGLAWYER CLOTHES? 
By A.A. Noel school of thought that the pat­ was mixing and matching, against my chest. law. The two hours and twenty 
terns and colors you wear have I would get my butt kicked seven minutes of angst was fin­"Ummmm where is the 
an impact on your perceived in Mortal Combat. collar?" ished after one swipe of
• "~o, Ma does size; I don't buy this argu­ Moments later she "They call it a tab col­ theAmerican Express card. 
this suit make me look fat?'' ment. The New York Yankees returned. Her face was flush lar, a lot of people wear them." I know this is on the 
have a 747 with their logo and with excitement. In her realm of sexist but, are there
"No, it's your big ass "Mom, 1 am going to 
pinstripes painted on it. To me mind this ensemble would law school not the seminary." any guys who like to go shop­and stomach that make you 
it looks just as big as the regu­ indeed get me the cover of Her last combination ping for clothes? If there arelook fat." 
Because I presently lar American Airlines 747 GQ and the girlfriend she was the most acceptable. A lawyering jobs where the 
have no significant other, I parked right next to it on the wished I had. white shirt with a fine blue pin­ clothes won't make the man, I 
asked my mom to come with tarmac. If you are big, you are "Mom, this shirt is stripe (again dreaded pinstripes­ would like to know about them. 
big and vertical lines will not purple." 
-argggh!) in an "athletic" fit, As a matter of course I think me to pick out clothes. I need 
a critical eye. Trust me, my help. Also, because of my "It is eggplant." though my shape has not been the "Going to Law School" 
ample dimensions, in a dark "No, eggplant is guides should list more thanmom's eye is as critical as th'ey "athletic" in a long time. The 
pinstripe suit I look like I the kind of vegetable that is the average pay and the respon­come. If you want her opinion neck size and sleeve length were 
should be breaking kneecaps painted in the middle of this sibilities that come with eachboth correct. So far so good. The 
for the local Capo de Tutti tie." tie was a blue/red pattern with particular lawyer job. They 
about what you 're wearing, 
you need not ask as it will 
come eventually. Capi. As one choosing a career "You don't like little triangles. Perfect for hid­ should also print the jobs 
on the other side of the law, I it?" where _it is just fine if you wearing the sauce stains I would in­Grudgingly, I admit 
she has some fashion sense. It thought this was an unwise " I like it better evitably spill during a really im­ khakis and a sweatshirt. 
decision. After our outing,than the tie with the ante­ portant networking event. I 
What about a light lope ·on it . " mom was more than a little 
is just not a fashion sense that 
should be thankful that she didn't 
suit with pinstripes? Who am "What frustrated. Since I was making 
fits me. If I were a sales asso­
ciate at a trendy European about want me to get a bowtie. 
I, Matlock? I don't have his this?" the purchase, I had veto power. shoe store, I would fit into my Macy's stock had to 
folksy charm. Plus, if you buy "Don't you think it tick up that day. Any money I Gone were my junior highmother's fashion scheme. 
Alas, I do not sell Bruno that whole patterns/colors ar­ would be a good idea to thought I would use for little school days when I got the 
Magli 's. With my mom's gument then I shouldn't be wear a color that occurs in things like books and tuition was "You will wear what we buy 
clothing choices, dressing for wearing light colors. If I did nature? If I ever fall over­ now in the hand of the sales a<;­ you" speech. Here is advice for 
success was not the concern wear light pinstripes, I would board, I am sure to be found. sociate. This young lass didn't moms out there: double knit 
for me. Dressing without get­ then look like Mr. Why can't you just pick out seem to care about the trouble I disco shirts don't go with a 
Steinbrenner 's plane. wrestling sweatshirt. Also, aa regular white shirt and a 
.endured while choosing my ap­
Finally, I decided that red tie?" parel, nor was she impressed mauve (READ: salmon)
ting beat up was the concern. 
While preparing for 
blue was the color choice-- not "You are just old with the combination of suit, "Members Only" jacket makes law school, I figured it would 
light blue, not dark blue, not fashioned. How do you like shirt and tie my mom promised a fashion statement. The state­be necessary to get clothes in 
which I could network. Sure, turquoise blue nor robin's egg this shirt?" She put it would snag a future daughter-in- ment is, "I don't want any 
blue. Just blue. No stripes. friends."I look sassy in my sweats and 
As payment for mydenim shirt, but how could I 
mom coming with me, I threw be sure the well-heeled attor­
her a bone. I would let her pick neys in Buffalo's legal profes­
out a shirt and tie for my new
sion would like my Garth · 
suit under the proviso that IBrooks baseball cap? My 
would have final say the mat­wardrobe was only appropri­
ter. She accepted these terms.ate for auditioning for a job as 
Deep in the bowels of Macy'sone of Hootie's Blowfish. No, 
she went with the suit drapped I had to break down and get 
over her arm . In retrospect,some big boy's clothes. 
maybe I should have offeredWhen buying any 
to buy her dinner. She wanted clothing here is my problem. 
me to look like the guy on theI am a big guy. Okay, I am 
cover of GQ. I knew it wasn't husky.All right! I admit it, my 
going to happen, but who am Ineck is bigger than your waist. 
to dash her hopes?Thanks to my peasant fore­
I let her do the heavy bears, I have a body type built 
fashion lifting. In the mean­for hauling slabs of marble 
time, 1 went to the audiovisual out of a quarry. This limits my 
department to play with thefashion choices. It seems to 
Sony Playstation. While momme clothing manufacturers 
think that if you have wide 
. shoulders and a big neck you 
must have a girth the size of 
Pilot Field's circumference. 
This means when buying a 
shirt you get yards and yards 
of extra fabric whether you 
need it or not. This whole 
shopping for clothes thing is a 
pain in my size 18 neck. 
The suit had to he 
picked out first. My color 
choice was blue or gray. If I 
feel frisky, I will consider a 
pinstripe. However, for this to 
happen all circumstances must 
he right. First, the planets need 
to be aligned. Second, a pretty -
girl must have smiled at me in 
the past week. Third, I must 
have found some money in the 
pocket of my Levis. I consider 
these little signs that I may 
have good luck. 
I've heard pinstripes 
are "slimming''. There is a I 
lit 
